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Why threshold resummation?
The basic idea of threshold resummation methods is simple. Start from a factorised cross-section and
transform it to Mellin (conjugate) space!

!

Then, using different techniques, we can computed a resummed coefficient function that includes terms
or the type αSk lnp N ( corresponding to αSk lnr (1-x) ) to all orders in perturbation theory!

!

These terms are numerically large near the partonic threshold x -> 1 ( N -> ∞), and thus their resummation
improves the perturbative expansion, reduces scale uncertainties and allows to construct approximate
higher-order results!
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Why threshold resummation?
Threshold resummation of partonic cross-sections extensively used in precision LHC pheno!

!

squark and gluino prod

EWK SUSY prod

large mass top quark pair production
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Why threshold resummation?
Threshold resummation of partonic cross-sections extensively used in precision LHC pheno!

!

squark and gluino prod

!

EWK SUSY prod

!
!

However, all these calculations use fixed-order NLO PDFs!!
What happens if exactly the same theory (NLO+NLL) !
large mass top quark pair production

gg -> Higgs

is used both for the partonic matrix elements and for the PDFs?!
!
!
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PDFs with threshold resummation
To determine the relevance of calculations where resummation is included both for partonic matrixelements and the PDFs, we have produced for the first time threshold-improved PDFs at NLO+NLL and
NNLO+NNLL using a variant of the NNPDF3.0 fit!

!

Threshold-improved PDFs can differ substantially wrt fixed-order PDFs: up to -20% for gg luminosity and
-40% for quark-antiquark luminosity, in the high-mass region relevant for new BSM heavy particles!
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PDFs with threshold resummation
The suppression observed at large-x in the resummed PDFs as compared to the FO ones can be traced
back to the enhancement due to NLO+NLL used in the fit for DIS structure functions and DY distributions!

!

Phenomenologically most relevant: this suppression will partially or totally compensate enhancements in
partonic cross-sections for new processes (SUSY, Higgs, ttbar differential)!
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Updated NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO
Previous NLL-fast calculations at 13 TeV based on CTEQ6.6 and MSTW08 NLO sets!
NLL-fast version 3.1 has now been updated to NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO !

!
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Updated NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO
Previous NLL-fast calculations at 13 TeV based on CTEQ6.6 and MSTW08 NLO sets!
NLL-fast version 3.1 has now been updated to NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO !

!
KNLO+NLL = (NLO+NLL)/NLO
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Updated NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO
Previous NLL-fast calculations at 13 TeV based on CTEQ6.6 and MSTW08 NLO sets!
NLL-fast version 3.1 has now been updated to NLO+NLL cross-sections with NNPDF3.0NLO !
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PDFs with threshold resummation
PDF uncertainties in high-mass SUSY cross-sections are very large!!
This is because large-x PDFs are being probed, and these are affected by large errors due to the lack of
direct experimental constraints (can be improved with Run-I and Run-II LHC data)!

!
squark-antisquark

gluino pair

squark-gluino
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NLO+NLL susy xsecs with threshold-improved PDFs
Now include the effect of NLO+NLL threshold-improved PDF!
Problem is that not all processes included in NNPDF3.0 can be consistently resummed, in particular
jets and charged current Drell-Yan missing from NNPDF3.0 NLO+NLL fits!

!
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NLO+NLL susy xsecs with threshold-improved PDFs
Now include the effect of NLO+NLL threshold-improved PDF!
Problem is that not all processes included in NNPDF3.0 can be consistently resummed, in particular
jets and charged current Drell-Yan missing from NNPDF3.0 NLO+NLL fits!
Prescriptions needed to combine NNPDF3.0NLO (global, fixed-order fit) with NNPDF3.0NLL
(reduced dataset, resummed)!

!

Prescription 1

Prescription 2
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NLO+NLL SUSY xsecs with threshold-improved PDFs
Now include the effect of NLO+NLL threshold-improved PDF!
Substantial shift, changes qualitatively and quantitatively the behaviour of NLO+NLL SUSY xsecs!
Shift within total theory band, so current exclusion limits unaffected!
But would become crucial if we ever need to characterise SUSY particles from LHC data, much in
the same way as in the Higgs sector!

solid band: PDF errors only
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NLL-fast grids
The updated NLO+NLL squark and gluino production cross-sections at the LHC 13 TeV using
NNPDF3.0 can be downloaded from the NLL-fast collaboration webpage!
Include a complete characterisation of theory uncertainties from PDFs, scales and strong coupling!

!

http://pauli.uni-muenster.de/~akule_01/nllwiki/index.php/NLL-fast

In addition, cross-sections using the threshold-improved NNPDF3.0 sets is available from the
authors upon request.!
Important to use up-to-date theory calculations for the interpretation of SUSY searches at the LHC
Run II!

!
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